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Abstract: Nonradiative energy transfer between a fluorescent tryptophan (Trp) energy-donor and Tb(III) or Eu(III) ener
gy-acceptor ions bound to the CD and EF calcium-binding sites of parvalbumin from codfish has been quantitated. Efficiencies 
of energy transfer of 5.32 X 1(T4 and 0.50 for the individual Trp - • Tb(III) and Trp - • Eu(III) donor-acceptor pairs, respectively, 
were obtained. In both cases the measured efficiencies are in accord with a Forster-type dipole-dipole energy-transfer mechanism. 
Values of the critical distances for 50% energy transfer, R0, of 3.35 A for Tb(III) and 10.2 A for Eu(III) as acceptor ions 
were obtained. The large value in the latter case is due to efficient overlap of tryptophan emission with a ligand to Eu(III) 
charge-transfer band. In the case of Tb(III) it was necessary to use absorption spectral data from model complexes to evaluate 
.R0- The donor-acceptor separations, r, estimated from the measured transfer efficiencies, of 11.8 and 10.2 A for Tb(III) 
and Eu(III) as respective acceptors are in good agreement with the 11.6-A distance estimated from X-ray structural results. 
The predominately charge-transfer nature of the Eu(III) ion absorption accounts for the fact that the luminescence emission 
of this ion is not significantly sensitized upon binding to the protein when compared to Tb(III). In the latter case f-f transitions 
alone are involved in the energy reception. 

The trivalent lanthanide ions, Ln(III), are well established as 
replacement probes for Ca(II) in a variety of proteins.1-4 Of the 
various probe properties exhibited by members of the Ln(III) ion 
series, the ability of ions of certain of these elements, notably 
Tb(III) and Eu(III), to luminescence in aqueous solution appears 
to be particularly useful.4"8 Of these two ions, Tb(III) alone is 
significantly sensitized to luminesce when bound to a protein upon 
irradiation of the UV absorption bands of the aromatic amino acid 
residues (phenylalanine, tyrosine, tryptophan). In contrast, both 
Eu(III) and Tb(III) are significantly sensitized to luminesce upon 
binding to nucleic acids.9 In a survey of 40 proteins, Brittain 
et al.5 found 36 of them to exhibit sensitized emission in the visible 
region characteristic of bound Tb(III) upon addition of this ion 
to solutions of the various proteins. Thus the sensitization of 
Tb(III) luminescence is an important and general phenomenon 
for studying the binding of this probe ion to proteins. 

While this phenomenon is generally attributed to a radiationless 
energy transfer, the exact mechanism of the transfer has not been 
subjected to experimental or theoretical scrutiny. Several pos
sibilities exist. In cases where the hydroxyl oxygen of tyrosine 
is directly coordinated to Tb(III), a through-bond energy transfer 
can take place. This situation is undoubtedly the exception, and 
in all other cases a through-space mechanism must apply. The 
most obvious candidate is a dipole-dipole mechanism although 
a dipole-quadrupole mechanism has been suggested also.10 

The present research sets out to quantitate the energy transfer 
between the intrinsic fluorescent protein residue, tryptophan, and 
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protein-bound Tb(III) and Eu(III) ions. In particular our goals 
are as follows: (1) to establish the mechanism of nonradiative 
energy transfer involved; (2) to determine why Eu(III) lu
minescence is not significantly sensitized in comparison with 
Tb(III); and (3) to obtain Forster-type energy-transfer parameters 
and to assess the utility of Trp -*• Eu(III) or Trp -*• Tb(III) 
energy-transfer measurements as distance probes. 

With regard to our third goal it should be noted that the utility 
of Forster-type nonradiative energy transfer has been established 
as a valid measure of distance through the study of model systems 
and proteins of known structure for the following classes of en
ergy-transfer donor-acceptor pairs: organic fluor'ophore -» organic 
chromophore;11,12 organic fluorophore - • transition metal ion;13 

Tb(III) ion — transition metal ion;14'15 and Eu(III) or Tb(III) 
ion -*• other Ln(III) ions.8'16,17 Energy-transfer distance mea
surements between an organic fluorescent probe (proflavin) and 
Pr(III), Nd(III), or Ho(III) which involve the visible region of 
the spectrum have also been reported.18,19 This paper represents 
the first attempt to quantitate and exploit fluoresence energy 
transfer from an intrinsic amino acid residue of a protein to a 
bound metal ion. 

To achieve our goals, we have chosen as a model system to study 
a parvalbumin from codfish (Gadus callarius L),20,21 namely, 
component cod III which contains a single tryptophan at a known 
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position in the amino acid sequence. The three-dimensional 
structure of a homologous parvalbumin from carp (carp III, p / 
= 4.25) has been determined,22 and the replacement of Ca(II) 
by Tb(III) ions in the CD and EF calcium-binding sites has been 
studied by X-ray techniques.23,24 Thus cod III represents a model 
system for which the spatial juxtaposition of the luminescent donor, 
tryptophan, and the acceptor ions, Tb(III) or Eu(III), is reasonably 
well established. Our approach is to determine whether our 
luminescence measurements, along with the assumption of 
Forster-type dipole-dipole energy transfer,25,26 are consistent with 
the donor-acceptor separations estimated from the primary se
quence and X-ray structural results. 

Experimental Section 
Materials. Sodium dihydrogen phosphate, EDTA, EGTA, calcium 

acetate, sodium chloride, and Tris were supplied by Fisher Scientific. 
The piperazine, cyclohexanediaminetetraacetic acid (CDTA), and di-
ethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DPTA) were purchased from Sigma 
Chemical Co. The dipicolinic acid, tryptophan, and quinine sulfate 
dihydrate were obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co. The lanthanide ions 
were introduced as their chloride salts. TbCl3 and EuCl3 were from 
Research Chemical Corp. while NdCl3, GdCl3, SmCl3, and LuCl3 were 
from the Alfa Division of Ventron Chemical. The Sephadex G-75 was 
obtained from Pharmacia and the DEAE-52 (diethylaminoethyl cellu
lose) was purchased from Whatman. Doubly distilled, deionized water 
was used throughout. 

Instrumentation. Luminescence spectra were measured by using a 
Perkin-Elmer MPF-44A fluorescence spectrophotometer equipped with 
a microprocessor corrected spectra unit. Absorption spectra were re
corded with a Cary Model 118-C scanning double-beam spectrophotom
eter. Absorbance measurements at single wavelengths were made with 
a Beckman-Guilford single-beam spectrophotometer. 

The Eu(III) laser-induced luminescence excitation experiments were 
done with an apparatus described in detail elsewhere27 whose major 
components include: a Molectron Model UV-100 pulsed nitrogen laser, 
a grating-tunable dye laser (Molectron Model DL-200) (for excitation 
of a sample held in a 1-cm cuvette). Luminescence emissions were 
collected at 90° and passed through a (J-Y Optical, Model 20) 0.2-m, 
//3.5 monochrometer and detected, after passing through appropriate 
cutoff filters by a Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube. After suitable 
amplification and conditioning to avoid overload problems due to scat
tered light the signal was fed into a Princeton Applied Research "boxcar" 
signal averager which then presents the excitation profile to an X-Y 
recorder as the laser wavelength is scanned through the transition region. 
In the present case a laser pulse rate of 10 Hz was used and the 7F0 -* 
5D0 transition in the 578-580-nm region was excited while monitoring 
the 5D0 -*• 7F2 emission at 612 nm. Rhodamine 6-G laser dye was used. 

Preparation of Parvalbumin. The method of Bhushana Rao et al.20 

was followed with some modification. Codfish was obtained in the form 
of fresh frozen fillets in a local supermarket. The fillets contained no 
myoglobin-rich red muscle, and 500 g of muscle was used in the proce
dure. The muscle was extracted with 1000 mL of 10 mM Tris, 2 mM 
EDTA, and 2% glycerol at pH 8.70 in an Osterizer high-speed blender. 
This and all subsequent operations were carried out at 4 0C either in a 
cold room or in an ice bath. After blending for 1 min at maximum speed, 
the resultant homogenate was stirred in the cold room for 1 h. The 
homogenate was then centrifuged in a Sorvall RC-5 superspeed refrig
erated centrifuge for 30 min at 10000 rpm. The pellet was discarded. 
The supernatant was fractionated by using ice-cold acetone. The acetone 
was added drop by drop from a separatory funnel to the supernatant 
while stirring in an ice bath. Addition of acetone was stopped at 45% 
acetone (v/v), and the resultant solution and precipitate were centrifuged 
for 75 min at 10000 rpm. The pellet was discarded, and enough cold 
acetone was added rapidly to the supernatant to make the solution 80% 
in acetone (v/v). The resulting solution and precipitate were again 
centrifuged for 75 min at 10000 rpm. To the supernatant was added 
excess cold acetone; however, no additional precipitation was observed. 
The pellet obtained in the last precipitation step was redissolved in a 
minimum volume of 20 mM Na2HPO4 and 24 mM NaCl, pH 7.30. 
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Figure 1. UV spectrum of cod III parvalbumin in 0.0162 M piperazine 
buffer, pH 5.70. 

Virtually all of the pellet dissolved. The small amount of solid matter 
left was filtered out by using glass wool. The resulting solution contained 
the parvalbumin and was loaded onto a gel filtration column of Sephadex 
G-75 which had previously been equilibrated with 20 mM Na2HPO4 and 
24 mM NaCl, pH 7.30. The column (60 X 2.5 cm, 1 L bed volume) was 
eluted with the equilibrating buffer at a flow rate of 2.5 mL/min. The 
fraction volumes were 10 mL. The absorbancies of the fractions at 280 
nm were measured, and three peaks were observed on the resulting 
chromatogram. The first peak corresponds to high molecular weight 
proteins in the excluded volume of the column, the second peak represents 
the paralbumins, and the third peak represents the residual acetone left 
from the fractionation. The fractions corresponding to the second peak 
were pooled, lyophilized, and dialyzed against 0.0162 M piperazine buffer 
at pH 5.70. After dialysis, this parvalbumin-containing solution was put 
onto a second column which consisted of DEAE-52 equilibrated with 
0.0162 M piperazine, pH 5.70. The column (60 X 1.25 cm, 250-mL bed 
volume) was eluted with a linear NaCl gradient (450 mL X 450 mL, 
0.0-0.10 M NaCl) at a flow rate of 0.4Q mL/min. The fraction volumes 
were 4 mL. The absorbancies were measured at 259 and 280 nm. The 
resulting chromatogram revealed three peaks, the second and third of 
which correspond to the two major cod parvalbumin components. The 
second peak, which exhibits absorbance at 280 nm, is isotype cod III. 
The third peak with minimal absorption at 280 nm is isotype cod II which 
contains 10 phenylalanine residues but no tryosine or tryptophan. 
Fractions corresponding to the second peak were pooled, lyophilized, and 
dialyzed against 0.0162 M piperazine (pH 5.70) and reapplied to the 
same DEAE-52 column and eluted under the same conditions. The 
resulting chromatogram shows no cod II isotype to be present. The cod 
III fractions were pooled, and native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
confirmed the homogeneity of this sample. 

The UV absorption spectrum (Figure 1) shows absorptions due to 
phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan residues and is identical with that 
reported21 for whiting component HIb. Whiting HIb and cod III both 
contain 10 phenylalanine, 1 tyrosine, and 1 tryptophan residues.21 Protein 
concentrations were determined from absorbancy measurements at 280 
nm by using «280 = 7180 M"1 cm"1.21 

Lanthanide Ion Titrations. These were carried out on the fluorimeter 
by using parvalbumin concentrations in the range 20-70 nM. These 
concentrations are low enough to avoid problems with the inner filter 
effect. The initial volume of the protein solution to be titrated was 1 mL. 
Ln(III) ion solutions were added in increments of 0.2 equiv in a volume 
of 2 fiL with a digital pipette. The accuracy and reproducibility of the 
pipette was checked by weighing methods. The Ln(III) ion solutions 
were prepared from the chloride salts and standardized by an EDTA 
titration using arsenazo as indicator. 

Results and Discussion 
Eu(UI) Ion Laser Excitation Spectroscopy. In order to establish 

the nature of Eu(III) binding to parvalbumin cod III, we employed 
the 7F0 —• 5D0 laser excitation technique developed in this labo
ratory7 which was applied previously to thermolysin7,17 and carp 
parvalbumin.16 In this experiment the transition between the 
nondegenerate 7F0 ground and 5D0 excited states is monitored by 
scanning a tuneable laser through the transition region 578-580 
nm and monitoring luminescence emission from the 5D0 state. 
Owing to the nondegenerate nature of the two states involved, more 
than one excitation peak implies more than one Eu(III) ion en
vironment. Figure 2 (upper trace) shows the excitation spectrum 
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Figure 2. 7F0 -* 5D0 excitation spectra of cod III parvalbumin containing 
2 equiv of Eu(III), X81n = 612 nm: upper trace, pH 6.5; lower trace, pH 
4.0. 

EQUIVALENTS OF Tb(I1I) 

Figure 3. Plots of Tb(III) luminescence intensity (Xtx = 295 nm; Xem = 
545 nm) as Tb(III) is added to cod III parvalbumin: open circles, pH 
6.5; open triangles, pH 4.0. 

of cod III to which 2 equiv of Eu(III) has been added at pH 6.5. 
As was the case with carp parvalbumin,16 this signal can be 
resolved into three peaks, relatively sharp ones at lower energy 
due to occupancy of the CD and EF sites and a broader, higher 
energy feature due to a third, more solvent-exposed site. Figure 
2 (lower trace) shows the result of lowering the pH to 4.0 where 
binding at the third site is eliminated, while occupancy of the CD 
and EF sites remains. This is, of course, the situation necessary 
for a straightforward analysis of our energy-transfer results, and 
our experiments were carried out under these low pH conditions. 

Sensitized Emission from Tb(III). The Effect of pH. When 
cod III, to which 2 equiv of Tb(III) has been added, is irradiated 
with light of 295-nm wavelength, where only tryptophan absorbs 
strongly, luminescence in the visible region characteristic of 
emission from the 5D4 excited state of Tb(III) is observed with 
the most intense peak at 545 nm. Luminescence titrations of cod 
IH (Xex = 295 nm; Xem = 545 nm) carried out as a function of 
added Tb(III) at pH 6.5 and pH 4.0 are shown in Figure 3. At 
pH 6.5 the luminescence titration curve shows a maximum at ~ 1.7 
equiv of added Tb(III) and a fall off beyond this point, which is 
attributed to binding at a third site.16'28 At pH 4, the pH of our 
energy-transfer experiments, no quenching effect is noted and the 
curve levels off at about 2.0 equiv of added Tb(III), consistent 
with the occupancy of both the CD and EF calcium sites by 
Tb(III) under these conditions. 

Effect of Added Ln(III) Ions on Tryptophan Luminescence. 
Experiments were carried out wherein the luminescence of tryp
tophan (X4x = 295 nm; X0n = 313 nm) was monitored as a function 
of added Ln(III) ions at pH 4.0. The results for Eu(III) and 
Tb(III) are shown in Figure 4. Eu(III) is seen to quench the 
protein luminescence quite effectively with only 25% of the initial 
luminescence remaining after 2 equiv of Eu(III) has been added. 
Addition of Tb(III) has virtually no effect on the protein lu
minescence. Similarly Gd(III), Sm(III), Nd(III), and Lu(III) 
cause no measurable changes in the protein luminescence when 
titrations (not shown) are carried out by using these ions. 

Fdrster Theory. No attempt will be made here at a review of 
Forster's theory2''26 with regard to distance measurements. Only 
the basic equations necessary to describe energy transfer by a 
dipole-dipole mechanism, needed for our analysis, will be pres
ented. According to Forster, the efficiency of energy transfer, 
E, between a donor and acceptor is related to the actual distance 

(28) Donato, H., Jr.; Martin, R. B. Biochemistry 1974, 13, 4575-4579. 
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Figure 4. Plots of protein tryptophan fluorescence intensity (XH = 295 
nm; Xem = 313 nm) as Ln(III) ions are added to cod III parvalbumin: 
open circles, Eu(III); open triangles, Tb(III). 

of separation, r, and the critical distance for 50% energy transfer, 
R0, by eq 1. R0 is defined by eq 2, where K2 is the orientation 

E = [1 + (r/R0)
6]-1 (1) 

R0
6 = 8.78 X 10-25K2^1n,/!-4/ (2) 

factor, </>Trp is the quantum yield of the donor tryptophan in the 
absence of acceptor, and n is the refractive index of the medium 
intervening between the donor and acceptor. J is the spectral 
overlap integral defined by eq 3, where F(v) is the luminescence 

J = 
Av 

(3) 

intensity of the donor, t{v) is the molar extinction coefficient of 
the acceptor in units of M"1 cm"1, and v is the frequency in cirT1. 

Expressions for the Efficiency of Energy Transfer, in Terms 
of Experimental Observables. Two methods of measuring E were 
used in the present study. The first, applicable to tryptophan -* 
Eu(III) energy transfer, depends on the fact that tryptophan 
emission is significantly quenched upon the binding of Eu(III) 
(Figure 5). In such a case, the observed transfer efficiency, 2Sotad> 
is given by eq 4, where / and I0 are the emission intensity of 

£obsd = [1 - UZh)] (4) 

tryptophan in the presence and absence of acceptor (Eu(III)), 
respectively. For very low efficiencies such as found for Tb(III) 
(vide infra), I =* I0 and eq 4 is useless. In such cases E can be 
measured by comparing the number of photons emitted individ
ually by the donor (tryptophan) and acceptor (Tb(IH)) and a 
knowledge of their respective quantum yields. Equation 5 applies 
in this case,29,30 where ^Tb(iii) and ^TrP

 a r e the integrated areas 

_ ^Tb(III) ftfrp 
^obsd - "~; T P ) 

^Trp 0Tb(HI) 

of luminescence emission (on a cm-1 scale) of Tb(III) and tryp
tophan in the protein, respectively, and $Tb(iii) and forp are the 
respective quantum yields. The quantum yield 0xb(iii) 's n o t 

necessarily a simple quantity as is discussed in a later section. 
The present analysis is complicated by the fact that there is 

a single donor (Trp) but two Ln(III) acceptor ions. According 
to the X-ray results the two calcium ions lie precisely and for
tuitously equidistant from the position of the tryptophan residue 
(vide infra). In cases of a single donor and two-equivalent, 
equidistant acceptors it can be shown that the observed efficiency, 
Eahsi, is related to that of an isolated donor-acceptor pair, E, by 
eq 6. For EobsA values of less than a few percent, E =* £ob8d/2. 

£ = l - [ l - £ o b S d ] 1 / 2 (6) 
Spectral Overlap Integrals, J. In order to carry out a quan

titative analysis of the energy transfer results, we must evaluate 
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Figure 5. A: superpositions of tryptophan emission (X5, = 295 nm) from 
cod III parvalbumin (broad curve, Xmal = 313 nm) on absorption spec
trum of a 1:1 Tbm-DTPA complex. B: superposition of tryptophan 
emission (X81 = 295 nm) for cod III parvalbumin on the absorption 
spectrum of europium(III)-aqua ion. 

the various factors making up R0 (eq 2). The spectral overlap 
integral, / (eq 3), is perhaps the most important. In principle this 
quantity can be calculated from the luminescence emission 
spectrum of tryptophan in the protein and the absorption spectrum 
of a bound acceptor ion in the region of protein luminescence. The 
former quantity is readily available, however, the latter is unob
tainable for f-f transitions owing to their low oscillator strengths. 
Recourse must be made to absorption spectra of model complexes. 
Figure 5A shows the absorption spectrum of a 1:1 TbnI-DTPA 
complex superimposed on the protein emission spectrum. The 
relatively sharp, weak f-f transitions are evident. The absorption 
spectra of other terbium(III) aminopolycarboxylate model com
plexes are similar and lead to /values in the range (0.39-0.69) 
X 10"19 cm6 mol"1. In all cases the absorption spectra of the 
Ln(III) complexes were corrected for the presence of the long 
wavelength tail of a ligand-centered absorption band at higher 
energies. The absorption spectra of the corresponding Gd(III) 
complexes were used as a guide in this procedure. Figure 5B shows 
the absorption spectrum of the aquaeuropium(III) ion, so chosen 
because of the absence of a charge-transfer band in the spectral 
region of interest (vide infra), along with the emission spectrum 
of the protein. The / value calculated from these data is 0.99 
X 10"1' cm6 mol"1. 

Eu(III), with its f* electronic configuration, is known to exhibit 
an intense (relative to f-f transitions) charge-transfer band in the 
UV region of the spectrum in many of its complexes.31"34 It was 

(31) Jorgensen, C. K. Mol. Phys. 1963, 5, 271-277. 

possible to obtain the difference absorption spectrum of carp III 
parvalbumin and a sample of this protein to which 2 equiv of 
Eu(III) was bound. The tail of the measured charge-transfer band 
overlaps significantly with the emission spectrum of tryptophan 
in cod III parvalbumin as shown in Figure 6. The absorption 
spectrum was recorded on carp III owing to the absence of 
tryptophan or tyrosine absorption which dominates the spectrum 
in the case of cod III. From the data shown in Figure 6 a / value 
of 353 X 10"19 cm6 mol-1 was calculated. 

Quantum Yields. The quantum yield of the emissive donor 
tryptophan, 4>j„ in the absence of energy transfer is needed for 
the evaluation of R0 (eq 2) and in the calculation of the efficiency 
of energy transfer to Tb(III) (eq 5). This quantity was determined 
from the corrected emission spectrum of the protein excited at 
295 nm by using as a standard an aqueous solution of the free 
amino acid tryptophan (0 = 0.13) at pH 7.35 The quantum yield, 
0Trp, was found to be 0.16 for cod III parvalbumin. 

The quantum yield of Tb(III), ^Tb(Hi). bound to parvalbumin 
is more difficult to measure owing to the weak absorption prop
erties of this ion. It was, however, found to be possible to measure 
this quantity directly for the 5D4 emissive level (488 nm) on a 0.8 
mM solution of parvalbumin to which 1.5 equiv of Tb(III) was 
bound. Quinine sulfate in 0.05 M sulfuric acid was used as a 
standard (<Aquinine = 0.55),36 and the absorptivity of the 488 nm 
transition was inferred from the absorption spectra of several model 
Tb(III) complexes which could be obtained at higher concen
trations (averaging 6.02 X 10"2 M"1 cm"1). This procedure yielded 
^Tb(Hi)488 = 0.30. A series of aminopolycarboxylate model com
plexes gave values for this quantity ranging from 0.16 to 0.33. 
It should be noted that the quantity $Tb(m) required by eq 5 is 
not 0Tbdin488

! but the quantum yield for excitation into the acceptor 
levels. As can be seen in Figure 5A, the transition at 488 nm is 
not involved in energy reception. Calculations based on a series 
of model complex absorption spectra show that the transitions at 
the following wavelengths (nm) yield the fractional contributions 
to the overall spectral overlap integral / indicated in parentheses: 
X = 304 (0.063), 318 (0.178), 326 (0.087), 341 (0.242), 352 
(0.256), 359 (0.037), 369 (0.098), 380 (0.039), 488 nm (0.00). 
Thus it is transitions in the 300-370-nm region which correspond 
to the receptor levels of Tb(III). A comparison of the f-f ab
sorption spectrum of a model complex with the corrected excitation 
spectrum of the same system (not shown), recorded at comparable 
spectral bandwidths, shows that the two spectra are virtually 
superimposable. This implies that the quantum yields for exci
tation into various bands, including the 5D4 emissive level, are 
nearly identical. Only for the bands at 304 and 318 nm (which 
account for only 24% of the overlap) do the quantum yields appear 
to fall off appreciably. We account for this by using a reduction 
factor of 0.92 in calculating the effective quantum yield for Tb(III) 
for excitation into the acceptor levels. Similar results were ob
tained for the other model complexes studied. We take the 
measured quantum yield for Tb(III) in parvalbumin (0.30) at 488 
nm, decreased by a factor of 0.92, to be a reasonable estimate 
of the quantum yield for excitation into the acceptor levels in the 
300-370-nm region. 

The relative constancy of quantum yield as a function of ex
citation wavelength is not surprising, although there is some 
controversy regarding this point in the literature.3™ Relaxation 

(32) Napier, G. D. R.; Nielson, J. D.; Shepherd, T. M. Chem. Phys. Lett. 
1975, 31, 328-330. 

(33) Ermolaev, V. L.; Kazanskaya, N. A.; Petrov, A. A.; Kheruze, Yu. I. 
Opt. Spectrosc. (Engl. Transl.) 1970, 28, 113-114. 

(34) Gruzdev, V. P.; Ermolaev, V. L. Opt. Spectrosc. (Engl. Transl.) 1977, 
42,450-451. 

(35) Chen, R. F. Anal. Lett. 1967, /, 35-42. 
(36) Chen, R. F. Anal. Biochem. 1967, 19, 374-387. 
(37) Svetashev, A. G.; Sevchenko, A. N.; Tsvirko, M. P. Opt. Spectrosc. 

(Engl. Transl.) 1979, 46, 155-158. 
(38) Ermolaev, V. L.; Sveshnikova, E. B. Opt. Spectrosc. (Engl. Transl.) 

1970, 28, 98-99. 
(39) Biron, H.; Gbrller-Walrand, C; DeJaegere, S. Chem. Phys. Lett. 

1973,20, 581-585. 
(40) Dawson, W. R.; Kropp, J. L.; Windsor, M. W. J. Chem. Phys. 1966, 

45, 2410-2418. 
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Figure 6. Difference absorption spectrum (charge-transfer band) of carp III parvalbumin with and without 2 equiv of Eu(III) (solid curve) and emission 
spectrum of tryptophan (XM = 295 nm) in cod III parvalbumin (dashed curve). 

from the higher excited states to the 5D4 emissive level occurs in 
~ 10 /us,42 corresponding to a nonradiative rate constant of ~ 100 
ms"1. The most efficient nonradiative relaxation process available 
to the 5D4 excited state of the terbium(III)-aqua ion involves 
energy transfer to the OH vibrational manifold of coordinated 
water molecules (k0H =a 2 ms"1)-6 Since vibrationally induced 
radiationless relaxation of the higher states is expected to be even 
less efficient, it is unlikely that a deexcitation pathway to the 
ground 1Fj manifold exists which can compete effectively with 
relaxation to the 5D4 emissive level. In the absence of such 
pathways the quantum yields of the higher levels will be identical 
with that of the emissive level. 

R0 Values. With use of the / values and quantum yields 
obtained as described above, R0 values (eq 2) were calculated. 
The refractive index, n, is taken as 1.36, a value intermediate 
between that of water (1.33) and that of organic molecules con
taining only first-row atoms (1.39). Since there is little latitude 
in the choice of this parameter it will not be discussed further. 

The orientation factor, K2, is taken as 2/3, its value for an 
isotropic donor and an isotropic acceptor. Both Tb(III) and 
Eu(III) very likely correspond to nearly isotropic acceptors. The 
small ligand field splittings found in Ln(III) complexes will cause 
the various acceptor levels to remain nearly degenerate, leading 
to effectively isotropic absorption over the profiles of the narrow 
absorption bands. The indole fluorophore of the donor tryptophan, 
on the other hand, is expected to have emission polarized in the 
plane of the ring system.43 For a polarized donor and an isotropic 
acceptor, K2 must lie between the extremes 1/3 and 4/3.44 Any 
angular motion of the emitter which is rapid with respect to its 
excited state lifetime will cause K2 to approach the isotropic limit 
more closely.44 In the present case it can be shown that the 
distance estimate would vary by ±1.4 A (±12%) if the maximum 
or minimum extremes of K2 were taken. Since there are two 
acceptors in the present system, the likelihood that the mean value 
of K2 would reside at one of the extremes is even more remote.45 

(41) Reisfeld, R. J. Res. Natl. Bur. Stand., Sect. A 1972, 76, 613-635. 
(42) Goldschmidt, D. R.; Stein, G.; Wilrzberg, E. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1975, 

34, 408-413. 
(43) Yeargers, E. Biophys. J. 1968, S, 1505-1510. 
(44) Dale, R. E.; Eisinger, J. Biopolymers 1974, 13, 1573-1605. 
(45) Using the published atomic coordinates22 and assuming that the 

tryptophan emission dipole is parallel to the C2 axis of the phenyl group of 
Phe-102, we calculated K2 values corresponding to isotropic acceptors in the 
CD and EF sites of 0.37 and 1.04, respectively. For an emission transition 
dipole in the plane of the phenyl ring but perpendicular to the C2 axis, /c2 values 
of 0.37 and 0.56 were calculated for the respective isotropic acceptor sites. 

The R0 values for the Trp -»• Tb(III) pair range from 3.24 to 
3.57 A. For Trp -«• Eu(III) energy transfer a J value of 3.75 A 
is calculated when the europium(III)-aqua ion is used as a model 
for the absorption spectrum. In this case the only absorption bands 
involved correspond to the relatively weak f-f transitions. Inclusion 
of the charge-transfer band of Eu(III) bound to parvalbumin 
(Figure 6) in the calculation of the spectral overlap integral 
dramatically increases the Trp —*• Eu(III) R0 value to 10.2 A. 

The Model. The ideal model system for study in order to 
establish the mechanism and to quantitate the energy transfer 
between a fluorescent tryptophan residue and bound Tb(III) or 
Eu(III) ions would be a protein with a single tryptophan and a 
single Ln(III) ion binding site whose spacial relationship is known 
from crystallographic studies. No such system exists. Only for 
the proteins thermolysin46 and parvalbumin23,24 (carp III, p/ = 
4.25) have crystallographic investigations of Ln(III) ion binding 
been carried out. Thermolysin has three tryptophan residues and, 
depending on conditions, can bind either one or three Ln(III) 
ions.46 This metalloenzyme will be the subject of a separate study. 
On the other hand, parvalbumin from carp, whose complete 
three-dimensional structure is known,22 contains two principal 
Ln(III) ion binding sites (the CD and EF calcium-binding sites) 
but no tryptophan. It is only one of a large number of homologous 
parvalbumin isotypes found in the fast skeletal muscles of ver
tebrates.47"50 They all bind two calcium ions strongly and have 
very similar physical, chemical, and spectroscopic properties, 
implying the identity or near identity of their tertiary structures. 
Most parvalbumin isotypes contain many phenylalanine residues, 
but no tyrosine or tryptophan; however, two components are known 
which contain a single tryptophan, namely, isotypes whiting IHb 
and cod III.21 These proteins, both from the genus Gadus, are 
almost identical in amino acid composition, the only difference 
being that cod III has one less cysteine, one less valine, and one 
more serine residue than whiting IHb. The single tryptophan can 
with some confidence, then, be ascribed to the same position in 
the primary sequences of the two proteins. The amino acid se
quence has been determined for whiting IHb.51 Comparison of 

(46) Matthews, B. W.; Weaver, L. H. Biochemistry 1974,13, 1719-1725. 
(47) Pechere, J.-F.; Capony, J.-P.; Demaille, J. Syst. Zool. 1973, 22, 

533-548. 
(48) Sullivan, B.; Bonaventura, J.; Bonaventura, C; Pennell, L.; Elliott, 

J.; Boyum, R.; Lambie, W. J. MoI. Evol. 1975, 5, 103-116. 
(49) Blum, H. E.; Lehky, P.; Kohler, L.; Stern, E. A.; Fischer, E. H. / . 

Biol. Chem. 1977, 252, 2834-2838. 
(50) Goodman, M.; Pechere, J.-F. J. MoI. Evol. 1977, 9, 131-158. 
(51) Joassin, L.; Gerday, C. Comp. Biochem. Physiol. B 1977, 57B, 

159-161. 
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the sequences of whiting IHb with carp III reveals that the 
tryptophan in the former, and by inference also in cod III, replaces 
phenylalanine-102 in the primary sequence of the latter.50'52 With 
use of the published atomic coordinates22 for carp III, the distances 
between the center of the phenyl ring of Phe-102 and the CD and 
EF metal ion binding sites were calculated. The phenyl ring was 
found to be fortuitously equidistant from both the CD and EF 
metal ion sites at a distance of 11.6 A. The assumption that the 
center of the indole fluorophore is coincident with the center of 
the phenyl ring is an approximation leading to an uncertainty of 
about ±0.9 A. It is this distance which will be compared with 
the results of our luminescence measurements. 

It has been reported that under certain conditions crystals of 
parvalbumin can be grown which contain only a single Tb(III) 
ion at the EF site with no Tb(III) at the CD site.23'24 The results 
of a recent NMR study of parvalbumin have been interpreted in 
terms of Yb(III) binding first at the EF site and subsequently 
at the CD site.53 The present titration results (Figures 3 and 4) 
and the laser excitation experiments (Figure 2) show that under 
the conditions used by us the CD and EF sites are simultaneously 
occupied. Similar results have been obtained in this laboratory 
on carp parvalbumin.16 Thus our model has a single energy donor 
(Trp) and two acceptor Ln(III) ions. For this reason the observed 
efficiency of energy transfer, Eobsd, must be converted to the 
efficiency of an isolated donor-acceptor pair (eq 6) for treatment 
according to Forster's equation. 

Experimental Energy-Transfer Efficiencies. Of all the Ln(III) 
ions tested only Eu(III) caused significant quenching of protein 
tryptophan fluorescence upon binding to the protein. In this case 
the observed efficiency of energy transfer, E0^i, is readily de
termined from the data (Figure 5) and found to be (eq 4) 0.75. 
This can be converted into the energy-transfer efficiency, E, for 
an isolated donor-acceptor pair (eq 6) of 0.50. It is noteworthy 
that while Trp —• Eu(III) energy transfer is much greater than 
that observed for Trp —»• Tb(III), only Tb(III) is significantly 
sensitized to luminesce upon binding to the protein. 

Energy-transfer efficiencies of less than a few percent cannot 
be measured accurately by monitoring donor luminescence in the 
presence and absence of an energy receptor. This situation applies 
in the case of the Trp -*• Tb(III) pair where energy transfer clearly 
occurs as evidenced by sensitized emission from Tb(III) upon 
irradiation at a wavelength where only tryptophan absorbs sig
nificantly. The binding of Tb(III) has, however, no measurable 
effect on the intensity of tryptophan fluorescence from cod III 
(Figure 4). Recourse must be made to an accurate measurement 
of the relative number of photons emitted by the donor and by 
the acceptor (assuming the latter is also luminescent) in order 
to quantitate energy-transfer efficiencies of less than a few percent. 
Equation 5 applies in this case.29,30 

Taking $Trp = 0.16 and </>Tb(iii) = 0.28 along with the experi
mentally determined value for (/4Tb(iii)/̂ Trp) of 1-86 X 10~3, one 
gets £obsd = 1.06 X 10~3 and (eq 6) E = 5.32 X 10-4. This low 
value for the transfer efficiency is clearly too small to cause a 
measurable quenching effect on the tryptophan fluorescence; 
however it is large enough to cause an appreciable sensitization 
of the luminescence of bound Tb(III). Of the factors involved 
in the calculation of the energy-transfer efficiency (eq 5), 0Tt>(iii) 
is the least certain since it depends on the use of the absorption 
spectral properties of model systems for Tb(III) bound to the 
protein. We estimate an uncertainty of ±20% in this quantity 
and hence in the values of £obsd and E. 

Distance Estimates. All of the factors which contribute to R0 
have uncertainties associated with them. As pointed out above 
in the discussion of the /c2 parameter, even an uncertainty as great 
as a factor of 2 leads to uncertainties in the estimated distances 
of ± 12% (± 1.4 A in the present example). This may be considered 
a reasonable upper limit to the uncertainty inherent in the present 
application of Forster-type energy-transfer distance measurements. 
Substantiation of the hypothesis that a dipole-dipole energy-

(52) Coffee, C. J.; Bradshaw, R. A. J. Biol. Chem. 1973, 248, 3305-3312. 
(53) Lee, L.; Sykes, B. D. Biochemistry 1980, 19, 3208-3214. 

transfer mechanism is operative in the present systems comes from 
the satisfactory agreement between distance estimates made from 
our measured energy-transfer efficiencies and calculated R0 values 
and the actual distances estimated from the model. For the Trp 
— Tb(III) system, taking E = 5.32 X 1O-"4 and R0 = 3.35 A, we 
calculate a distance, r, of 11.8 A in excellent agreement with the 
11.6 A estimated from the protein structure. 

For the case of Eu(III) as an acceptor, values of E and R0 of 
0.50 and 10.2 A, respectively, lead, of course, to an r value of 10.2 
A. This is shorter by 1.4 A than the actual value for this acceptor 
ion. Although it was possible in this case to measure the absorption 
corresponding to the charge-transfer band of a protein-bound 
Eu(III), such measurements are difficult or impossible on tyrosine-
or tryptophan-containing proteins. Furthermore, on the basis of 
model system studies, the position and intensity of the charge-
transfer band depends in a sensitive manner on the details of the 
metal ion coordination environment. As an example, the J value 
calculated from the absorption spectrum of a EuUI-EDTA complex 
and protein tryptophan emission is only one-fifth of that measured 
for Eu(III) bound to parvalbumin. Thus, the R0 for Eu(III) is 
probably less reliable than the result for Tb(III) and can be 
expected to vary much more from system to system than the R0 
for Tb(III) as an acceptor. 

Overall, it appears that both the sizeable energy-transfer ef
ficiency from tryptophan to Eu(III) and the small value of this 
quantity with Tb(III) as the acceptor are adequately accounted 
for by a through-space, Forster-type dipole-dipole mechanism. 
The parameters established in the present study, particularly for 
tryptophan to Tb(III) energy transfer, should provide the basis 
for the interpretation of the results of future experiments on 
proteins of unknown structure to yield estimates of the distance 
between this intrinsic protein fluorophore and Ln(III) ion binding 
sites. 

Quenching of Protein Fluorescence and Sensitized Emission by 
Ln(III) Ions. The very small energy-transfer efficiency for Trp 
—- Tb(III) found in the present study is insufficient to cause 
measurable quenching of donor fluorescence; nevertheless readily 
detectable sensitization of Tb(III) luminescence is achieved. On 
the other hand with Eu(III) as the acceptor, energy transfer is 
quite efficient (50%), causing significant donor fluorescence 
quenching, but sensitization of Eu(III) emission is barely de
tectable. The explanation of this apparent paradox is that the 
principal acceptor transition in Eu(III) involves a ligand to metal 
charge-transfer transition which correlates with an f7 excited-state 
configuration. No emission from f6 excited states (e.g., 5D0) is 
to be expected from such a level. It has further been suggested 
that the presence of charge-transfer states decreases the quantum 
yield of nearby f6 excited states as well.34 Thus, while energy is 
efficiently transferred to Eu(IIl), it is virtually all radiationlessly 
dissipated and does not appear as luminescence. The significant 
quenching of protein fluorescence upon binding of Eu(III) to a 
protein may find practical applications such as in monitoring the 
rate of Eu(III) ion binding in stopped-flow experiments. 

In the case of Eu(III) bound to nucleic acids, the fluorescent 
donor 4-thiouridine has been implicated in energy transfer.9 This 
fluorophore emits at energies much lower than tryptophan and 
well separated from any charge-transfer states. For nucleic acids 
both Eu(III) and Tb(III) exhibit strongly sensitized emission upon 
binding to the macromolecule. 

Conclusions 

Quantitation of the efficiency of energy transfer between the 
intrinsic fluorescent donor tryptophan and bound Ln(III) ions, 
large in the case of Eu(III) and small for Tb(III), is satisfactorily 
accounted for by a Forster-type dipole-dipole mechanism. The 
lack of significant tryptophan-mediated sensitization of Eu(III) 
luminescence upon binding to parvalbumin, and by inference also 
to other proteins, is attributed to the presence of charge-transfer 
acceptor levels having negligible quantum yields for luminescence. 
Parameters of Forster-type energy transfer have been established 
for the tryptophan -» Tb(III) donor-acceptor pair which should 
allow the use of measurements of this type to establish distance 
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relationships between intrinsic tryptophan fluorophores and metal 
ion binding sites in proteins. 
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Recent works in this laboratory have shown that the diaste-
reomeric nucleoside cyclic 3',5'-phosphoranilidates and 3',5'-
phosphoranilidothioates are valuable intermediates in the ste-
reospecific synthesis of P-chiral nucleoside cyclic 3',5'-[18O]-
monophosphates,1 cyclic 3',5'-phosphorothioates,2 and 3',5'-
phosphoroselenothioates,3 which are important tools for mecha
nistic investigations of phosphotransferase reactions.4 Because 
the PN — PX (X = 16O, 18O, S, Se) conversion proceeds with 
retention of configuration,1'5 assignment of absolute configuration 
at the phosphorus atom in anilidates solves the problem of the 
absolute configuration of the corresponding nucleoside cyclic 
3',5'-[180]monophosphates, -phosphorothioates, and -phospho-
roselenothioates. 

Two criteria of configurational assessment at the phosphorus 
atom in nucleoside cyclic 3',5'-phosphoranilidates were applied: 
(i) chemical-shift values in the 31P NMR spectra of diastereo-
mers,2a'b (ii) direct spin-spin coupling between phosphorus and 
exocyclic nitrogen-15 of the anilido moiety.2d Both criteria were 
adopted to nucleoside cyclic 3',5'-phosphoranilidates from former 
works on diastereomeric 2-anilido-2-oxo-4-methyl-l,3,2-dioxa-
phosphorinanes2d,6'7 and based on the assumption that the diox-
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aphosphorinanyl part of nucleoside cyclic 3',5'-phosphoranilidates 
exists in the chair conformation. The results presented in this 
communication add proof to the validity of our assumption and 
deliver an additional example that direct spin-spin coupling 
constants between phosphorus and exocyclic nitrogen-15 nuclei 
can be applied as a certain criterion for distinguishing between 
axial and equatorial positions of the exocyclic arylamino group 
within the pair of diastereomeric 2-amido-2-oxo-l,3,2-dioxa-
phosphorinans. Both diastereomers of 2'-deoxyadenosine cyclic 
3',5'-phosphoranilidate (1) were obtained by reacting 2'-deoxy-
adenosine cyclic 3',5'-phosphate (cdAMP) with triphenyl-
phosphine-carbon tetrachloride-aniline.2d The reaction was 
performed in pyridine solution and both isomers of 1 were obtained 
in 46% yield. The products 1 were isolated and separated by 
chromatography on preparative TLC plates.8 They were identical 
with authentic samples of 1 by using the criteria of TLC, mass 
spectrometry and 31P NMR.2b 

Compound (Rf)-l [R; 0.27,31P NMR (CHCl3, upfield from 
H3PO4) S -2.88] crystallizes from methanolic solution in the 
orthorhombic space group Pl{l{2\x with cell dimensions a = 12.094 
(3), b 22.409 (4), and c = 6.806 (2) A; Z = 4. Intensities were 
recorded with an automatic Stoe four-circle diffractometer op
erated in the 0/20 scan mode (Ni-filtered, Cu Ka radiation) and 
corrected for Lorentz and polarization factors but not for ab
sorption. The structure was solved by the multisolution method 
MULTAN9 and refined by least-squares methods to the final dis
agreement index R = 7.09% including all 1550 reflections (R = 
22\F0\ ~ l^d/ZFo)- On the basis of the ribose configuration we 
could choose the proper enantiomorph {x, y, z) to establish the 
configuration around the phosphorus atom as Rp. 

The structure of (/?p)-l is presented in Figure 1. The O3',-
P,05'-dioxaphosphorinanyl ring of l exists in a chair conformation 
while the phenylamino group occupies the axial position. The bond 
lengths and the bond angles [P-NP 1.614 (7), NP-C10 1.439 (9), 
NP-HNP 1.10 (7) A; /P-NP-C10 124.0 (5)°, /P-NP-HNP 
119.0 (5)°, /C10-NP-HNP 117.0 (6)°] indicate that hybridization 
of the phenylamino nitrogen atom is closer to sp2. 
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